Cell-surface-associated tissue transglutaminase is a target of MMP-2 proteolysis.
MT1-MMP, a prototypic member of a membrane-type metalloproteinase subfamily, is an invasion promoting protease and an activator of MMP-2. In addition, MT1-MMP proteolysis regulates the functionality of cell-surface adhesion/signaling receptors including tissue transglutaminase (tTG). tTG is known to serve as an adhesion coreceptor for beta1/beta3 integrins and as an enzyme that catalyzes the cross-linking of proteins and the conjugation of polyamines to proteins. Here, we report that MMP-2, functioning in concert with MT1-MMP, hydrolyzes cell-surface-associated tTG, thereby further promoting the effect initiated by the activator of MMP-2. tTG, in return, preferentially associates with the activation intermediate of MMP-2. This event decreases the rate of MMP-2 maturation and protects tTG against proteolysis by MMP-2. Our cell culture, in vitro experiments, and in silico modeling indicate that the catalytic domain of MMP-2 directly associates with the core enzymatic domain II of tTG (the K(d) = 380 nM). The follow-up cleavage of the domain II eliminates both the receptor and the enzymatic activity of tTG. Our data illuminate the coordinated interplay involving the MT1-MMP/MMP-2 protease tandem in the regulation of the cell receptors and explain the underlying biochemical mechanisms of the extensive tTG proteolysis that exists at the normal tissue/tumor boundary. Our findings also suggest that neoplasms, which express functionally active MT1-MMP and, therefore, activate soluble MMP-2, can contribute to the degradation of tTG expressed in neighboring host cells. The loss of adhesive and enzymatic activities of tTG at the interface between tumor and normal tissue will decrease cell-matrix interactions and inhibit matrix cross-linking, causing multiple pathological alterations in host cell adhesion and locomotion.